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Thank you to days gone by…

 A special thank you to my friend Ann Nichols who joined me on many 
seashell hunts on Oak Island in North Carolina in our earlier years. We had 
so much fun chasing the tides as they came in and out and deposited  many 
treasures on the sands. We ran to see each new resulting exhibit and grab 
the many shells left behind. Ann and I squealed with joy at a huge conch, a 
beautiful sand dollar, or an intact starfish.
 Those were indeed wonderful days by the shore, as my northern-bred 
friend called our southern beaches.
 Yes, the shore brought many great memories, days of relaxing, meals of 
fresh catches, and nights lulled to sleep by the ocean breezes and the crashing 
waves of the great Atlantic in the distance. Though those times are now gone 
and we no longer chase the tides, little Herman was born out of one of those 
trips. The story is true. Herman did indeed exist, and he was bare except for 
the tiny little dot at the end of his tail. And yes, he did accept my gift of a new 
shell home. It was a most unforgettable day at the shore. I wrote Herman’s 
story shortly thereafter.
 I am so glad to have this story come to life in print for many to read and 
experience. I hope you enjoy it as much as I enjoyed living it. God’s blessings 
are everywhere. Sometimes we just have to bend down to see them. 



Once upon a time
 On a visit to the sea,
I found a little hermit crab  
 As cute as he could be!



 
   

          

 
   

          

This funny little creature
 In the waters near the sand
Crawled among some tiny seashells,   
 Which I’d reached for with my hand.         


